
CONTACT: PROSNEIGE Ski & Snowboard School  
Rue du Soleil - 73440 - Val Thorens 

TEL: +33 (0) 4 79 01 07 00    E-mail: info@prosneige.fr 
	

PROSNEIGE MEETING POINT ACCESS FROM 

CRISTALLO, HAUT DE CHAVIÈRE, LE SCHUSS, 
LE ROC DE PÉCLET, OLYMPIC, MAEVA, HÔTEL 

LES MARMOTTES 

 
ON SKI / LEVEL: GREEN SLOPES / ESTIMATED TIME: 10 MIN 

Cristallo, Haut de Chavière, Le sSchuss:�Go out of the hotel, cross the road. You access a way that 
goes down (50m). You arrive at the ESF Garden.  

Le Roc de Péclet, l’Olympic, le Maeva, l’Hôtel les Marmottes :�Go out side your hotel put skis on 
directly on the slope. You are at the ESF garden. Follow the slope down and stay on your right hand 
side.�To avoid the steep parts please stay on the right-hand side�and you will access a crossroad 
where several slopes come together.�Cross this open spot and stay on the right hand side.�Pass 
between the ESF kindergarten and the MMV building.�Go down and on the right-hand side you will 
pass the terrace of the Montana restaurant and the Prosneige kindergarten will be right in front of 
you.  

    

BY FOOT / ESTIMATED TIME: BETWEEN 30 AND 45 MIN BY BUS 

Go out of the hotel by the main entrance follow the road up where you can find the nearest free 
shuttle stop. This free shuttles passes by every 20 min. Take the free shuttle and go down to the stop 
Montana.�At that stop you cross the road and will find a little slope that goes down. at the bottom 
you turn directly to your right.�On the right-hand side you will pass the terrace of the Montana 
restaurant�and the Prosneige kindergarten will be right in front of you. You can recognize us by our 
green flags. Check our map at the entrance of our kindergarten to find your ski instructor and meeting 
point.  


